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Abstract
We present the tracking approach for deriving recoverable implementations of several widely-used
concurrent data structures. Recoverability is appealing for emerging systems featuring byte-addressable
non-volatile main memory (NVRAM), whose durability allows to efficiently resurrect a failed process
after it crashes. The tracking approach ensures that after a crash occurs, every executed operation is able
to recover and return a correct response, in addition to guaranteeing that the state of the data structure is
not corrupted.
The approach is applicable to lock-free concurrent data structures that use helping and rely on infor-
mation structures to track the progress of operations. Such a tracking mechanism is already present in
a wide range of well-known concurrent data structures, in particular, linked lists, trees and elimination
stacks, making it relatively easy to derive their recoverable versions using the tracking approach. The
tracking approach illustrates that full-fledged logging is not needed and ensures that the progress of con-
current operations is tracked in a per-process manner, thus reducing the cost of ensuring recoverability.
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1 Introduction
Byte-addressable non-volatile main memory (NVRAM) combines the performance benefits of conventional
main memory with the durability of secondary storage. Systems where NVRAM co-exists with (or even
replaces) traditional volatile memory are anticipated to be more prevalent in the near future. The availability
of durable main memory has increased the interest in the crash-recovery model, in which failed processes
may be resurrected after the system crashes. Of particular interest is the design of recoverable concurrent
objects (also called persistent [8, 10] or durable [34]), whose operations can recover from crash-failures.
In many computer systems (e.g., databases), recovery is supported by tracking the progress of computa-
tions, logging it to non-volatile storage, and replaying the log during recovery. Logging of this kind imposes
significant overheads in time and space. This cost is even more pronounced in the context of concurrent
data structures, where there is an extra cost of synchronizing accesses to the log. Furthermore, replaying an
operation in our setting, where several processes may be concurrently recovering from crash-failures while
still others have already completed recovery and proceed their normal execution, often requires to add new
mechanisms to the original, non-recoverable, implementation.
A key observation is that in the context of concurrent data structures, full-fledged logging is not needed,
and progress can be tracked in a per-process manner, which is sufficient for making them recoverable. More-
over, many lock-free implementations use helping and already encompass such tracking mechanisms; they
can be easily adapted to support recoverability. Exploiting these observations yields the tracking approach
to designing recoverable objects. This approach is based on explicitly maintaining an information structure
(called Info structure), stored in non-volatile memory, to track an operation’s progress as it executes. The
Info structure allows a process to decide, upon recovery, whether it is required to restart a failed operation
or whether the operation’s effect has already been made visible to other processes, in which case it only
remains for the operation to determine and return its response. The tracking approach proved to be widely
applicable—to all the data structures we have inspected.
We also present a variant of the tracking approach, called direct tracking, applicable to implementations
in which every update takes effect in a single CAS operation, e.g., [18, 22, 27]. Direct tracking relies on an
arbitration mechanism that helps determine the responses of updates that failed while competing to apply
the same change to the data structure (e.g., deleting the same node). Upon recovery, each of these processes
competes to become the one to which the successful execution of the primitive operation is attributed,
thereby determining its response value.
As we show, the tracking approach can be used to derive recoverable versions of a large collection of
concurrent data structures [16, 18, 22, 23, 27] and succeeds in doing so with relatively minor changes to their
original code. It significantly saves on the cost (in both time and memory) incurred by tracking operations’
progress, by not having to track which instructions have been performed exactly, but rather, only if specific
instructions have been reached. Furthermore, even this can often be piggybacked on information already
tracked by lock-free concurrent data structures. This means that updates efficiently maintain and persist
sufficient information for recovery, and that the corresponding recovery code infers whether the operation
took effect before the failure (in which case its response value is computed and returned) or not (in which
case it is re-executed). Our approach does not modify operations that do not update the data structure.
For simplicity, we present the tracking approach and our recoverable data structures assuming that
caches are non-volatile. However, flushes can be added to ensure that they work correctly even if cache
memories are volatile and their content is lost upon a system-wide failure. Section 7 presents an initial ex-
perimental evaluation, showing the feasibility of the tracking approach. Our experimental evaluation inserts
flushes into the code, ensuring that cache values are persisted in correct order.
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2 System Model
A set of asynchronous crash-prone processes communicate through shared objects. The system provides
base objects supporting atomic read, write, and Compare-And-Swap (CAS) primitive operations. Base
objects are used to implement higher-level concurrent objects by defining algorithms, for each process,
which use primitives to carry out the operations of the more complex object.
The state of each process consists of non-volatile shared-memory variables, non-volatile private vari-
ables, and local variables stored in volatile processor registers. Private and local variables are accessed
only by the process to which they belong. At any point during the execution of an operation, a system-wide
crash-failure (or simply a crash) resets all variables to their initial values, except the values of (shared and
local) non-volatile variables. A process p invokes Op to start its execution; Op completes by returning re-
sponse value, which is stored to a local variable of p. The response value is lost if a crash occurs before p
persists it (i.e., writes it to a non-volatile variable).
A recoverable operation Op has an associated recovery function, denoted Op.Recover, which the sys-
tem calls when recovering p after a system-failure that occurred while it was executing Op. Failed processes
are recovered by the system asynchronously, independently of each other; the system may recover only a
subset of these processes before another crash occurs. The recovery code is responsible for finishing Op’s
execution and returning its response. An implementation is recoverable if all its operations are recoverable.
Process p may incur multiple crashes along the execution of Op and during the execution of Op.Recover,
so Op.Recover may be invoked multiple times before Op completes. We assume that the system invokes
Op.Recover with the same arguments as those with which Op was invoked when the crash occurred. For
each process p, we also assume the existence of a non-volatile private variable CPp, that may be used by
recoverable operations and recovery functions for managing check-points in their execution flow.1 When
p invokes a recoverable operation Op, the system sets CPp to 0 just before Op’s execution starts. CPp can
be read and written by recoverable operations (and their recovery functions). CPp is used by p in order to
persistently report that the execution reached a certain point. The recovery function can use this information
in order to correctly recover and to avoid re-execution of critical instructions such as CAS.
An operation Op can be completed either directly or when, following one or more crashes, the execution
of the last instance ofOp.Recover invoked for p is complete. In either case, the response ofOp is written to
a local variable of p. Our algorithms are strictly recoverable [1, Definition 1]: the response of a recoverable
operationOp is made persistent beforeOp completes, so that a higher-level operation that invokesOp is able
to access Op’s response value, even if a crash occurs after Op completes. Our algorithms satisfy Nesting-
safe Recoverable Linearizability (NRL) [1, Definition 4]: a failed operation is linearized within an interval
that includes its failures and recovery attempts. NRL implies detectability [19]—the ability to conclude
upon recovery whether or not the operation took effect, and access its response value, if it did.
3 The Tracking Approach
Tracking with Info Structures: Many lock-free implementations of data structures employ a helping
mechanism to ensure global progress, even if some processes crash during executing their operations,
e.g., [2, 15, 16, 17, 35]. They associate an information (Info) structure with each update, tracking the
progress of the update by storing sufficient information to allow its completion by concurrent operations.
Our approach applies to implementations using Info-Structure-Based (ISB) helping: An update Op by
process p initializes an Info structure inf and then attempts to install it (using CAS) in a node nd that Op is
1 Some form of system support seems necessary for designing recoverable data structures, as assumed in previous works [1, 3,
19, 20]). E.g., in [1], recovery code knows the address of Op’s instruction that p was about to execute when it crashed.
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trying to change, by setting a designated field of nd to point to inf; updates that change several nodes may
install Info structures in all of them. If inf is successfully installed, p continues the execution of Op using the
information in inf. Once the update completes, Op uninstalls inf by resetting nd’s designated field. Every
time Op fails to install inf, it must be that an Info structure infq of another process q 6= p is installed at nd.
In this case, p helps q’s operation to complete (using the information in infq) and then restarts Op.
ISB helping goes a long way towards making a data structure recoverable: updates are idempotent and
not susceptible to the ABA problem, since they must ensure that an update is done exactly once, even if
several processes attempt to concurrently help it complete. So, if the system crashes while p executing an
operation Op, upon recovery, p can essentially re-execute the failed update to completion by either using the
information in the Info structure for Op (if it has already been installed) or by starting from scratch.
Two issues that need to be addressed to support recoverability are the following. First, when p recovers
from a crash that occured while executing an update Op, its recovery code must be able to access the Info
structure installed by Op. We address this by allocating, for every process p, a designated persistent variable
RDp (for Recovery Data) that provides access to p’s recovery data and, specifically, holds a reference to the
Info structure of Op. Second, a recovering process p must be able to figure out whether its failed operation
took effect, and if it did, to discover its response. To ensure this, we add a result field to each Info structure.
Process p, as well as each process helping p, must set the result field in p’s Info structure before uninstalling
the Info structure from the relevant nodes. This allows p to retrieve its response at some later time.
Upon recovery, p checks RDp to find the reference to the Info structure, inf, it last stored there. Then,
p checks whether its last operation Op (i.e., the operation to which inf belongs) is still in progress. This
can be done by accessing the data structure nodes that are to be modified. If any of these nodes stores a
reference to inf, then Op is still in progress and p tries to complete Op by using the information recorded
in inf. Finally, if inf’s result field is set, the operation took effect, and p returns the value recorded in this
field. Otherwise, inf’s result field has not been set and none of the nodes store a reference to it, thus Op did
not take effect, and p restarts Op. We note that if changes to Op have been performed and later obliterated
by other operations, then the result field of Op would have been set. This is so because once Op becomes
visible, processes that operate on the same nodes as Op help Op to complete. Therefore, the effect of Op
cannot be obliterated if the result field of inf has not been set.
We apply this scheme to an exchanger (Section 4) and a Binary Search Tree (Section 6 and Appendix C).
Direct Tracking: While the tracking approach described above is applicable in all cases we have considered,
in some of these implementations, e.g. [18, 22, 27], an alternative approach can be used to facilitate recovery.
In these implementations, updates change the abstract state of the data structure using a single realization
primitive, and they become visible to other processes only after executing this primitive. For example, in
Harris’ linked-list-based set implementation [22], an update changes the abstract state of the set with a single
successful realization CAS: Inserts do so by atomically modifying the next pointer of a node in the data
structure, while deletes do so by using the standard logical deletion technique, in which a node is marked as
having been removed from the set (and physically removed from the data structure lazily later on).
An implementation with a single realization CAS can be made recoverable with direct tracking: Process
p, executing an update Op, stores in RDp a direct reference to the node nd to be changed, instead of
referencing nd indirectly via a reference to an Info structure. Upon recovery from a failure, p checks RDp
to find the reference to the node nd associated with Op.
For an insert, p can determine whether nd is still in the data structure by searching for it; if it is found,
then Op was successful in adding nd to the data structure. If p does not find nd, it is possible that p crashed
after inserting nd but nd was deleted in the meantime; in this case, however, nd would have been marked
by the deleting process, allowing p to infer that op indeed took effect. Note that under this technique,
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recovery from failed inserts has higher overhead since the recovery function must search for a node in the
list. However, updates have lower overhead, which is preferable when crashes are rare.
Recovering a delete requires to handle the scenario of several processes simultaneously attempting to
delete the same node nd by applying CAS to mark it as logically deleted. Exactly one operation (say that of
process p) succeeds in marking nd, while the CAS performed by the other processes to mark the node fails.
If the system crashes after some of the processes apply their CAS but before obtaining the responses, then
the identity of the winner (p) is lost. An arbitration mechanism is required for choosing a single process q
(not necessarily p) to which the successful CAS (and delete) will be attributed. Then, q can return success
for its delete, whereas all other deletes must return fail. To implement arbitration, a deleter field is added
to each node. Following the logical deletion of a node nd, a DELETE by each process p attempts to swap
its ID to nd.deleter in order to attribute nd’s deletion to p. If the system fails when p attempts to delete nd,
then, when it recovers, p checks if nd is logically deleted, and if so, p attempts to swap nd.deleter as well.
Direct tracking is applied to obtain a recoverable linked-list-based set in Section 5. ISB tracking and
direct tracking are combined in a recoverable elimination stack [23] (Section 6 and Appendix B).
4 Recoverable Exchanger
An Exchanger [24, 31] allows two processes to pair-up the operations they are executing and exchange val-
ues. Following [24], an Exchanger object is comprised of two fields, value and state, which are manipulated
atomically with a CAS. The state field can hold the values EMPTY, WAITING, or BUSY, and it is initially
EMPTY. The first process, p, to arrive finds the Exchanger free (i.e., finds its state equal to EMPTY) and
captures it by atomically writing to it its value and changing its state to WAITING. Then, p busy-waits until
another process q collides with it: if q arrives while p is waiting, it reads p’s value in the Exchanger, and
tries to atomically write its value to it and change the state to BUSY, informing p of a successful collision.
If it succeeds, when p next reads the Exchanger, it gets BUSY and q’s value and resets the Exchanger’s state
to EMPTY. Another process reading BUSY in the Exchanger’s state (before p resets it) busy-waits until p
changes it again to EMPTY (hence, this implementation is not lock-free).
We employ the tracking approach to achieve recoverability: processes exchange Info structures (ExInfo)
instead of values. See Algorithm 1: pseudocode in blue handles recoverability; black psuedocode is the
original implementation. In addition to state and value fields, ExInfo contains a result field, and a partner
field pointing to the ExInfo of the operation with which p is trying to collide. Initially, the Exchanger stores
a pointer to a default ExInfo with an EMPTY state.
A process p invoking EXCHANGE stores a newly allocated ExInfo structure, myop, in RDp. Then, p
checks the state of the Exchanger. If the Exchanger is free, p tries to atomically install myop in it (Line 28);
if it does so successfully, p busy-waits until it reads a different ExInfo, yourop (Line 31). If the collision is
still in progress, p first attempts to complete the collision by recording the value of each of the two collided
operations in the result field of the ExInfo structure of the other operation, and then it resets the Exchanger
object, and responds (Lines 31-35). If the Exchanger is already captured by another ExInfo object, p first
records appropriate information in its ExInfo structure (Lines 38-39), and then attempts to collide by trying
to change the Exchanger to point to its own ExInfo. If it does so successfully, p completes the collision,
resets the Exchanger, and returns the result recorded in myop (Lines 41-43). Finally, if p discovers that
a collision is already in progress, it helps it to complete, resets the Exchanger and starts a new collision
attempt (by executing another iteration of the while loop starting in Line 22). This ensures lock-freedom.
The result field allows to reset the Exchanger after a successful collision, so it can be reused. The reset
may occur before one of the two processes that successfully collided see the ExInfo structure of the other;
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Algorithm 1: Recoverable Exchanger
Type ExInfo { . subtype of Info
{EMPTY, WAITING, BUSY} state
T value, result
ExInfo partner
}
Shared variables: ExInfo default := new ExInfo(EMPTY, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥)
ExInfo slot, initially default
Private variables: Info RDp, for each process p
Procedure void SWITCHPAIR
(ExInfo first, ExInfo second)
// exchange values of two operations
1 first.result := second.value
2 second.result := first.value
Procedure T EXCHANGE-RECOVER
(ExInfo slot, T value)
3 ExInfo myop := RDp
4 ExInfo yourop := slot
5 if CPp = 0 then Re-invoke EXCHANGE
6 if myop.state = WAITING then
7 if yourop = myop then // still waiting
8 proceed from line 29
9 else if yourop.partner = myop then
// collision in progress; complete it
10 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop)
11 CAS(slot, yourop, default)
12 if myop.state = BUSY then
13 if yourop = myop then
// collision in progress; complete it
14 SWITCHPAIR(myop,myop.partner)
15 CAS(slot, myop, default)
16 if myop.result 6= ⊥ then
17 return myop.result // operation completed
18 else Re-invoke EXCHANGE
Procedure T EXCHANGE
(ExInfo slot, T value)
19 ExInfo myop := new ExInfo(WAITING, value, ⊥, ⊥)
20 RDp := myop // set Info structure
21 CPp := 1 // set a check-point
22 while true do
23 yourop := slot
24 switch yourop.state do
25 case EMPTY do // try to capture exchanger
26 myop.state := WAITING
27 myop.partner := ⊥
28 if CAS(slot, yourop,myop) then
29 while true do
30 yourop := slot // check for collision
31 if yourop 6= myop then
32 if yourop.partner = myop then
// collision is in progress
33 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop)
34 CAS(slot, yourop, default)
35 return myop.result
36 break
37 case WAITING do // try to collide
38 myop.partner := yourop
39 myop.state := BUSY // announce -
attempting to collide with yourop
40 if CAS(slot, yourop,myop) then
41 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop)
42 CAS(slot, myop, default)
43 return myop.result
44 break
45 case BUSY do // a collision in progress
46 SWITCHPAIR(yourop, yourop.partner)
47 CAS(slot, yourop, default)
48 break
this process returns the result that has been written (by some other process) to its own ExInfo object.
We proceed to discuss the recovery code. If the system crashes before p sets its check-point, p did not
change the Exchanger, so EXCHANGE-RECOVER re-invokes EXCHANGE. Otherwise, p checks the state of
its ExInfo, stored in RDp. A WAITING state implies that the system crashed either while or after p tried
capture the Exchanger. If the Exchanger still stores p’s ExInfo after recovery, then p successfully captured
the Exchanger before the crash and no collision has taken place thus far, so p continues from the point after
capturing the Exchanger (Lines 7-8). Otherwise, p checks whether the partner field of the ExInfo structure
stored in the Exchanger points to p’s ExInfo structure (Line 9), i.e. if a successful collision is in progress.
In that case, p attempts to complete the collision and reset the Exchanger. If none of the above holds, either
p’s attempt to collide failed, in which case its ExInfo’s result field is still ⊥, or the collision has completed,
in which case the result field contains the collision result.
If p finds that the state of its ExInfo structure is BUSY after recovery, then the crash occurred after
p observed a waiting process in the Exchanger, and while trying to collide with it. If the Exchanger still
holds p’s ExInfo, the collision is in progress (Line 13) and p attempts to complete the collision and reset the
Exchanger. As in the WAITING case, the result field of p’s ExInfo indicates whether the collision attempt
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failed or it was completed successfully. Finally, based on the value in the result field, p decides whether
the collision completed successfully and returns its response, or it failed, and EXCHANGE is re-invoked.
5 Recoverable Linked-List Based Set Using Direct Tracking
The linked-list implementation [22] maintains a linked list of nodes sorted in increasing order of keys, and
two sentinel nodes, head and tail, with keys −∞ and∞, respectively. Each node has a next field pointing
to the next node in the list and a marked bit, indicating that the node is logically deleted. Both fields can
be manipulated atomically using single-word CAS. The ismarked predicate is applied to the next field of a
node to determine whether the node is marked.
The pseudocode appears in Algorithm 2 We start by describing the pseudocode of the original algorithm.
Both INSERT and DELETE use the SEARCH helper function in order to find the node with the smallest key
greater than or equal to the input key and its predecessor, pred, in the list. FIND for key k simply looks for
an unmarked node with key k (Lines 49-52). To insert a key k, process p calls SEARCH to find the position
where k should be added (Line 76) and tries to link a new node containing k in the list by setting pred.next
to point to it using CAS (Line 82); this may fail if pred has been logically deleted or another node has been
inserted after pred in the meantime. DELETE first marks a node as logically deleted (Lines 63-65), and then
physically deletes it by removing it from the data structure (Lines 66-67); after marking a node, its key does
not belong to the set anymore.
Successful INSERT and DELETE in the original implementation are linearized when they change the
data-structure in a manner visible to other processes, i.e., at the successful CAS of INSERT (Line 82), or at
a successful logical deletion of DELETE(Line 65). Successful applications of CAS in Lines 82 and 65 are
realization CAS primitives for INSERT and DELETE, respectively.
We describe how to support recoverability with direct tracking. The recovery function of FIND simply
re-invokes FIND (hence its pseudocode is not shown). To support the recovery of INSERT and DELETE, for
each process p, RDp holds a pointer to an Info structure containing a reference nd to a node and a result field
where the response value for p’s operation is persisted. In addition, a deleter field necessary for arbitration
is added to each node. Minor changes are necessary for INSERT to make it recoverable. Specifically, an
INSERT (1) writes a fresh Info structure into RDp (Line 73), whose nd field points to a newly allocated node
structure, (2) updates its checkpoint variable (Line 74) to persistently report that the Info structure for its
current operation has been installed, and (3) persists its response before returning (Line 83).
LetW be an instance of INSERT from whose failure INSERT.RECOVER tries to recover. INSERT.RECOVER
starts by checking whether W persistently reported that it installed its Info record (Line 74), and restarts W
otherwise (Line 112-113). Then, it checks whether a response was already written to W ’s Info structure, in
which case it returns it (Lines 114-115). Otherwise, either W did not execute a realization CAS (Line 82)
or it did so but failed before writing the response (Line 83). In order to determine which of these scenarios
occurred, INSERT.RECOVER searches the list for key (Line 116). If nd was inserted into the list before W ’s
failure, then SEARCH is guaranteed to find nd, unless it was deleted in the meantime, in which case nd must
have been marked for deletion. The recovery function returns true if any of these two conditions holds.
Otherwise, W ’s realization CAS has not been performed and W can be re-invoked.
Because of arbitration, DELETE requires more changes to make it recoverable. As in the INSERT, a
newly allocated Info structure is persisted into RDp (Line 55), and the checkpoint variable of the process
executing DELETE is updated (Line 56). If key is found (in node curr), a reference to curr is persisted
to the nd field of p’s Info structure (line 62). To support arbitration, a new field called deleter (initially
⊥) is used to “attribute” a node’s deletion to a single process. After p finds that curr is logically deleted
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Algorithm 2: Recoverable Linked List; some implementation details follow [24].
Type Node {MarkableNodeRef next, int key, int deleter}
Type Info {Node nd, boolean result}
Shared variables: Node head
Private variables: Info RDp for each process p
Procedure Boolean FIND (T key)
49 Node curr := head
// search for first node with key ≥ key
50 while curr.key < key do
51 curr := curr.next
52 return (curr.key = key && ¬ismarked(curr.next))
Procedure Boolean DELETE (T key)
53 Node pred, curr, succ
54 boolean res := false
55 RDp := new Info (⊥, ⊥) // set Info structure
56 CPp := 1 // set a check-point
57 〈pred, curr〉 := SEARCH(key) // search for key
58 if curr.key 6= key then // key not in the list
59 RDp.result := false // persist response
60 return false
61 else
62 RDp.nd := curr // persist curr reference
63 while ¬ismarked(curr.next) do
// repeatedly attempt logical delete
64 succ := curr.next
65 CAS(curr.next, unmark(succ), mark(succ))
// Physical deletion attempt
66 succ := curr.next
67 CAS(pred.next, curr, unmark(succ))
68 // try establishing yourself as deleter
69 res := CAS(curr.deleter,⊥, p)
70 RDp.result := res // persist response
71 return res
Procedure Boolean INSERT (T key)
72 Node pred, curr, newnd := new Node (⊥, key,⊥)
73 RDp := new Info (newnd, ⊥)
74 CPp := 1 // set a check-point
75 while true do
// search for right location to insert
76 〈pred, curr〉 := SEARCH(key)
77 if curr.key = key then // key in the list
78 RDp.result := false // persist response
79 return false
80 else
81 newnd.next := curr
82 if CAS(pred.next, curr, newnd) then // try to
add newnd
83 RDp.result := true
84 return true
Procedure 〈Node, Node〉 SEARCH (T key)
85 Node pred, curr, succ
86 retry: pred := head
87 curr := pred.next
88 while true do
89 succ := curr.next
// if curr was logically deleted
90 if ismarked(succ) then
91 if CAS(pred.next, curr, unmark(succ)) = false then
// help delete
92 go to retry // help failed
93 curr := unmark(succ) // help succeeded
94 else
95 if curr.key ≥ key then // first unmarked
node with key ≥ key
96 return 〈pred, curr〉
97 pred := curr // advance pred
98 curr := succ // advance curr
Procedure Boolean DELETE.RECOVER (T key)
99 Node nd := RDp.nd
100 boolean res := false
101 if CPp = 0 then
/* failed before check-point */
102 Re-invoke DELETE
103 if RDp.result 6= ⊥ then
/* operation response was persisted */
104 return RDp.result
105 if nd 6= ⊥ && ismarked(nd.next) then
/* nd was logically deleted; try
establish yourself as deleter */
106 CAS(nd.deleter,⊥, p)
107 res := (nd.deleter == p)
108 RDp.result := res // persist response
109 return res
110 else Re-invoke DELETE // re-attempt deletion
Procedure Boolean INSERT.RECOVER (T key)
111 Node nd := RDp.nd
112 if CPp := 0 then
/* failed before check-point */
113 Re-invoke INSERT
114 if RDp.result 6= ⊥ then
/* operation response was persisted */
115 return RDp.result // return response
116 〈pred, curr〉 := SEARCH(key)
117 if curr = nd || ismarked(nd.next) then
// nd in list or is marked (hence was)
118 RDp.result := true // persist response
119 return true
120 else Re-invoke INSERT // re-attempt insertion
(marked) (Line 63), regardless of whether it was marked by p or by another process, p tries to establish
itself as the deleter of curr by atomically changing curr.deleter from ⊥ to p using CAS (Line 69). Finally, p
persists and returns the result of this CAS as the response of DELETE (Lines 70-71). We proceed to describe
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DELETE.RECOVER. Let D be the instance of DELETE that failed. DELETE.RECOVER starts by checking
whether D persistently reported that it installed its Info record (Line 101), and restarts D if this is not the
case. Then, it checks whether a response was already written to D’s Info structure, in which case it returns it
(Lines 103-104). Otherwise, if the nd field of p’s Info structure was previously set and node nd is logically
deleted (Line 105), p attempts to establish itself as the deleter of nd, and then, according to the process
identifier written in curr.deleter, persistently reports and returns the response of DELETE (Lines 106-109).
A sketch of the correctness proof appears in Appendix A.
6 Recoverable Versions of Additional Data Structures
Elimination Stack: An elimination stack [24, 23] has two components: a central stack and an elimination
layer. The central stack is implemented as a singly-linked list with a Top pointer, whose value is modified
atomically using CAS [33]. The elimination layer employs an exchanger array, each entry of which stores a
pointer to an Exchanger object that allows pairs of a PUSH and a POP to pair-up and complete without going
through the central stack. The central stack is implemented by repeatedly applying a CAS on the shared
variable Top that points to the topmost element of the stack until the push or the pop has been applied.
In the elimination stack, an operation repeatedly attempts to complete on the central stack and, if it fails,
to collide using a randomly-selected Exchanger object. Collisions between a PUSH and a POP eliminate
the effect of the two operations; collisions between same-type operations require them to access the central
stack again. To support recoverability, for each process p, RDp stores a different type of structure when p
operates on the central stack and when it operates on an Exchanger object. Recovery in the Exchanger is
done as in Section 4. When operating on the central stack, RDp holds a result field and a node pointer nd.
Assume p operates on the central stack to perform a PUSH. Let the system crash after p applying its
successful CAS to Top, and assume that p’s pushed node was popped from the stack before p recovers.
Then, the recovery function will not be able to determine whether the PUSH was applied or not. To solve
this problem, each stack node nd is augmented with a pushed field, initially false; nd.pushed is set to true
immediately after nd is pushed to the stack, as well as by any POP that is about to remove nd from the stack.
This allows the recovery function to discover whether the PUSH has been applied when the crash occurred.
When p performs a POP on the central stack, RDp.nd stores the last value of Top read by p, since this is
the node that p attempts to remove. The recovery function checks if nd is still in the stack (using a SEARCH
routine), and if so, re-executes POP. The correct response is determined with an arbitration mechanism
similar to that used for the linked list. Full pseudocode and details appear in Appendix B.
Binary Search Tree: The algorithm in [16] implements a leaf-oriented binary search tree. It uses CAS to
flag an internal node whenever a child pointer of it is to be changed, and to mark an internal node whenever
the node is to be deleted. A process p, executing an update, allocates an Info structure where it records
the information needed by other processes to help p’s operation complete. Each internal node contains an
update field which stores a reference to an Info structure and a 2-bits status field which can take values
from the set {IFLAG, DFLAG, MARK, CLEAN} indicating whether the node is flagged for insertion, flagged
for deletion, marked, or clean. Each successful flag or mark CAS installs a reference to the Info structure of
the relevant operation in the update field of the node to which it is applied.
To make the implementation recoverable, when a process p creates the Info structure inf for an operation
Op, p stores a reference to inf into RDp in order to persist it. Moreover, the Info structure is augmented with
a result field. Each process that helps Op, attempts to change the result field of Op’s Info structure to true,
in order to indicate that Op has been completed. Upon recovery, p checks to see if Op is still in progress,
i.e., if the update field of the node whose child pointer Op was supposed to change (this node is recorded
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Figure 1: Linked-list implementations throughput with keys in the range [1, 500] for update-intensive (30%
finds, left) and read-intensive (70% finds, right) benchmarks. Results for different key ranges and operation
type distributions were similar. The same optimizations were applied to all implementations.
in the Info structure) has its status field equal to flagged and stores a reference to the Info structure inf for
Op. If so, p first tries to complete the operation by using the information recorded in the Info structure (and
re-executes a part of the operation’s code). Otherwise, it holds that either the operation was completed, or
the attempt to execute the operation was unsuccessful. In the first case, the result field will have been set
to true. If the result field is not true (and the relevant node is not flagged with inf), then the crash occurred
before flagging and the operation can be restarted. The code of FIND is read-only, so its recovery function
simply reissues FIND. Full pseudocode and details appear in Appendix C.
7 Evaluation
To evaluate the overhead imposed by the tracking approach, we conducted preliminary experiments to com-
pare the failure-free performance of the non-recoverable linked-list implementation with its recoverable
version (Section 5). We also include a variant in which flush operations were added in appropriate places,
so that the code works also when caches are volatile. To avoid flushing a node every time a list traversal
occurs, we added to each node a Boolean variable flushed, indicating if the necessary flushing occurred. The
pseudocode that includes the flush operations appears in Appendix D).
We used a 40-core machine, equipped with 4 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-4610 v3 1.70Ghz CPUs with 10
cores each with hyper-threading support (thus, providing 80 hardware threads in total), and 256GB of
RAM. The machine has 256GB of RAM and runs CentOS Linux 7.5.1804 with kernel version 3.10.0-
862.14.4.el7.x86 64 and does not support non volatile memory. We simulate flush using the appropriate
Intel commands. This approach has been employed also in [19] and its performance overhead is expected to
be close to the real performance overhead of a flush operation [4, 6, 30] in systems supporting non-volatile
memory (such as 3DXPoint). Each run consists of 1000000 operations in total and we measure the through-
put (millions of operations/sec). We present the average of 10 experiments. Keys are chosen uniformly
at random from the range [1, 500]; the list is initially populated by 250 INSERT operations, resulting in an
almost 40%-full list. The results (Figure 1) show that recoverability can be achieved at a relatively low
cost. Specifically, without flushes, the performance overhead, caused by an additional CAS primitive in the
recoverable algorithm, is less than 5%. The extra cost of flushes imposes a performance penalty of about
22% for the read-intensive scenario and about 29% for the update-intensive case.
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8 Related Work and Discussion
We present the tracking approach for making concurrent data structures recoverable and apply it to many
well-known concurrent data structures, e.g., linked lists, trees and elimination objects. There are several
recoverable concurrent implementations of specific data structures such as mutual exclusion locks [20, 21],
queues [19, 26] and B-trees [9, 34, 28], with optimizations exploiting specific aspects of the objects. In
contrast, our approach derives recoverable implementations from their non-recoverable counterparts. We
preserve the implentation’s structure and efficiency, in order to avoid the need to design new algorithms.
Our observations that helping can be leveraged for recovery are similar to those used in DEBRA+ [5] for
lock-free memory reclamation of lock-free data structures: Many lock-free data structure implementations
allocate a descriptor for each operation, and employ a helping procedure that is used by different processes
to help the operation complete given its descriptor; help is typically reentrant and idempotent.
Our recoverable implementations guarantee NRL [1]. This implies durable linearizability (DL) [25]—
the state of the object after a crash reflects a consistent operation sub-history including all operations com-
pleted by the time of the crash, and some operations in progress when the crash occurred may be lost. Info
structures were used in DL implementations of several data structures [10, 29, 36], and other transformations
avoid logging [14, 25], but none of them ensures detectability.
The log queue [19] also uses tracking for recovery, by augmenting queue nodes with tracking informa-
tion, and using this information after a system-wide crash to synchronously, first try and complete pending
operations (of all processes) from the previous phase before starting a new phase. However, progress track-
ing information is not used for helping during crash-free executions. Two other recoverable queues appear
in [19], but they are not detectable (and hence, not NRL).
An NRL implementation can be obtained from an algorithm by replacing each primitive with its (NRL)
recoverable version (see [1]). Implementations using only read and CAS can also be made recoverable and
detectable [3] by partitioning the code into capsules, each containing a single CAS and replacing each CAS
with its recoverable version. Normalized implementations [32] can be optimized so that an operation has
two capsules. Using recoverable CAS incurs additional reads and writes. Our approach avoids these costs by
using non-recoverable primitives, while introducing only small changes to the original code and delegating
most of the work to the recovery function. While recovery is simpler with recoverable primitives since the
failed capsule is simply re-executed, the tracking approach yields more efficient crash-free executions.
There is a recoverable lock-free universal implementation [12], which requires only one round trip to
NVRAM per operation, which is optimal. However, it is essentially log-based, keeping the entire history of
the object in a designated shared queue. It also keeps a per-process persistent log, such that, collectively,
these logs keep the entire history, but different logs may have a big overlap. To determine the response of
an operation, the entire history is read until its linearization point, at which point, the operation’s response
can be determined, making the construction detectable. This construction assumes, as we do, system-wide
crashes, but makes the strong assumption that a single recovery function is executed upon recovery, consis-
tently reconstructing the data structure. In contrast, our model assumes that failed processes are recovered
by the system in an asynchronous manner. Romulus [13] is a persistent transactional memory framework
that provides durability and detectability. However, it is blocking, satisfying only starvation-free progress
for update transactions. Additional logging-based approaches exist as well [7, 11].
Our recoverable implementations—as well as the original, non-recoverable implementations—rely on
garbage collectors that correctly recycle memory once it becomes unreachable. This naturally motivates
the question of implementing recoverable memory managers, which we plan to investigate in future work.
Another research avenue we plan to pursue is further experimental evaluation of our recoverable implemen-
tations, in particular, the interaction of the NVRAM with system caches.
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A Recoverable Linked-List Based Set
This section presents a more detailed description for the recoverable linked-list algorithm based on Harris’
implementation, as well as a sketch of correctness proof; pseudocode appears in Algorithm 2.
Operations in the original implementation are linearized as follows: INSERT is linearized either when
the SEARCH called by INSERT reads (Line 87) an unmarked node with key k, when INSERT returns false,
or with a successful CAS inserting k to the list (Line 82), when INSERT returns true. DELETE is linearized
either when the SEARCH instance it calls reads (Line 87) an unmarked list node with a key greater than k
(in which case DELETE returns false), or upon the successful logical deletion by the current operation (in
Line 65, DELETE returns true). Thus, successful INSERT and DELETE are linearized when they change the
data-structure in a manner visible to other processes, i.e., after the successful CAS in Line 82 of INSERT, or
after a successful logical deletion (Line 65 of DELETE). Successful applications of CAS in Lines 82 and 65
are realization CAS for INSERT and DELETE, respectively.
The Recoverable Implementation: The recovery function of FIND simply re-invokes FIND (hence, its
pseudocode is not shown). To support the recovery of INSERT and DELETE the (persistent) recovery data
variable RDp of process p holds a pointer to an Info structure with two fields: a reference nd to a node and
a result field used for persisting the response value for the operation before returning.
To support recoverability, INSERT first writes a fresh Info structure into RDp (Line 73), whose nd field
points to a newly allocated node structure (the deleter field is only used by DELETE and is described later).
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It then updates p’s checkpoint variable (Line 74). By executing this line, p persistently reports that the
Info structure for its current operation has been installed. Finally, once INSERT determines its response, it
persists it just before returning (Lines 78 and 83).
We now describe INSERT.RECOVER. LetW denote the instance of INSERT from whose failure INSERT.RECOVER
attempts to recover. INSERT.RECOVER starts by reading p’s checkpoint variable (Line 112) in order to check
whether p’s current Info structure was installed by W . If the failure occurred before W persistently reported
that it installed its Info record (Line 74), then W is re-executed. Otherwise, the following actions take place.
If a response was already written to W ’s Info structure, then INSERT.RECOVER simply returns this response
(Lines 114-115). We are left with the case that a response was not yet written by W to its Info structure,
so either W did not execute a realization CAS (Line 82) or it did but W failed before writing the response
(Line 83). In order to determine which of these two scenarios occurred, INSERT.RECOVER searches the
list for key (Line 116). If either the key is found in the list inside the node n allocated by W or if n was
marked for deletion (Line 117), then W has executed its realization CAS before the failure occurred (i.e. W
succeeded in inserting n to the linked list), and so the recovery function persists the response and returns
true (Lines 118-119). Observe that if n was inserted to the list, then SEARCH is guaranteed to find it, unless
it was deleted in the meantime, in which case n must have been marked for deletion. This would imply, in
turn, that the second condition of the if statement of Line 117 is satisfied. Otherwise W did not execute its
realization CAS so recovery re-attempts the insertion.
Just like the recoverable INSERT, DELETE first writes a fresh Info structure toRDp (Line 55). It then up-
dates p’s checkpoint variable (Line 56) to persistently report that its Info structure has been installed. If key
is not found (Line 57), a false response is persisted and then returned (Lines 59-60). If key is found (in node
curr), a reference to curr is persisted to the nd field of p’s Info structure. Following this, p proceeds as in the
original algorithm by repeatedly trying to mark curr using CAS (Lines 63-65); i.e., it repeatedly executes
CAS until it logically deletes the node. Once it is marked, p tries to physically remove curr (Lines 66-67).
Arbitration is used to allow a process p to know whether it was the (single) process that succeeded in
deleting the node curr in the following scenario: the system crash immediately before or after the CAS of
p (Line 65), then recovers p which then finds that curr was logically deleted. A new field called deleter
(initially ⊥) is used to “attribute” a node’s deletion to a single process. After p finds that curr is logically
deleted (marked) (Line 63), regardless of whether it was marked by p or by another process, p tries to
establish itself as the deleter of curr by atomically changing curr.deleter from ⊥ to p using CAS (Line 69).
Finally, p persists and returns the result of this CAS as the response of DELETE (Lines 70-71).
We now describe DELETE.RECOVER. LetD denote the instance of DELETE that failed. DELETE.RECOVER
starts by reading p’s checkpoint variable (Line 101). If the failure occurred before D persistently reported
that it installed its Info structure (Line 56), then D is re-executed. Otherwise, the following actions take
place. If a response was already written to D’s Info structure, then DELETE simply returns this response
(Lines 103-104). Otherwise, if the nd field of p’s Info structure was previously set and node nd is logically
deleted (Line 105), p attempts to establish itself as the deleter of nd using CAS, and then, according to the
ID written in curr.deleter, persistently reports and returns the response of DELETE (Lines 106-109). Finally,
if the condition of Line 105 does not hold, p re-attempts the deletion (Line 110).
Sketch of Correctness Proof: A node nd is in the linked list if it is reachable by following next pointers
starting from head; it is in the set if it is in the linked-list and is unmarked. As long nd is in the linked-list,
exactly a single list-node points to it. Also, nd can be marked exactly once and then stays marked forever,
since CAS is applied only to unmarked nodes. Further, nd can be physically deleted exactly once, since no
node in the list points to nd once it is deleted and we never add a marked node back to the list.
FIND is read-only and therefore, its re-execution does not effect concurrent operations. While SEARCH
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is not read-only, it simply traverses the list, trying to physically delete marked nodes. Since a marked node
is physically deleted exactly once, re-executing SEARCH does not delete an unmarked node, or delete the
same node more then once. Thus, re-executing SEARCH can only physically delete logically-deleted nodes
and does not effect the set.
INSERT and DELETE first install the Info structure and set a checkpoint. If the crash occurs before the
checkpoint, its operation has no effect and recovery code simply re-executes it. This argument holds for any
number of crashes occurring before the checkpoint is set.
In INSERT(key), a process p searches for the right location to insert new node newnd and then tries
to insert it. If p writes false to RDp.result (Line 78), then the preceding SEARCH (Line 76) finds a node
curr in the set with data key (when SEARCH reads curr it is unmarked). Thus, at some point during
INSERT the set contains key and INSERT is linearized at this point. If the crash occurs after p updates
result, then INSERT.RECOVER can only complete by returning false. If p performs its realization CAS
(Line 82), then newnd is in the set and can be physically removed from it only by first marking it. Thus,
after the realization CAS, either newnd is in the list or it is marked. Hence, in any crash after the realization
CAS INSERT.RECOVER returns true, either in Line 115 (because result has already been updated), or in
Line 117. In particular, each INSERT can perform at most a single realization CAS, as any crash after it
results in a response of true, without performing another CAS. Finally, if the crash occurs before p performs
its realization CAS or updating result, then newnd is not in the list and no process marks it. Thus, INSERT
had no effect, and INSERT.RECOVER re-executes it.
Consider now a DELETE(key) by p. If p writes false to result (Line 59), then the preceding SEARCH
found two adjacent nodes in the list, pred and curr, s.t. pred.key < key < curr.key. Since the list is
sorted in increasing order, key is not in the list when pred points to curr. In particular, key is not in the
set at some point during DELETE, and the operation can be linearized then. Any crash after Line 59 causes
DELETE.RECOVER to read result and return false.
Assume now that p does not write in Line 59. A node curr is written to RDp.nd (Line 62) only if
SEARCH observes that curr is in the list and is unmarked. Clearly, a crash before RDp.nd is updated
implies that the operation did not mark any node, nor effected any other operation, and DELETE.RECOVER
simply re-executes DELETE. On the other hand, p tries to mark nd after it updates RDp.nd. If a crash
occurs, p recovers, and finds nd unmarked (Line 105), then p did not mark nd and had no effect. In this
case, DELETE.RECOVER re-executes DELETE (after any number of crashes and recoveries).
If p observes that nd is marked, in either DELETE or DELETE.RECOVER, then marking was done after
reading nd in SEARCH. Moreover, once nd is marked, in order to complete DELETE, p tries to CAS its ID to
nd.deleter, in either DELETE or DELETE.RECOVER. Since deleter is initially ⊥, only the first such CAS
succeeds, say by process q, which writes its ID to nd.deleter. Thus, if p = q, then p’s DELETE returns
true, even if a crash occurs, since Line 107 always evaluates to true. Otherwise, p 6= q, and by a similar
argument p can only return false. As a result, any process trying to delete nd and observing it as marked
(at any point) has the marking step in its DELETE operation interval. In addition, exactly one such process
returns true, while all others returns false. Thus, the DELETE of q can be linearized when nd is marked,
and all other DELETE operations returning false can be linearized right after it (in an arbitrary order).
B Elimination Stack
This section presents a recoverable version of the elimination stack, based on [23].2 The algorithm supports
PUSH and POP operations, and it has two components: a central stack and an elimination layer. In the
2 Some implementation details follow the presentation in [24].
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Type CSInfo { . subtype of Info
Node *nd
T result
}
Type ExInfo { . subtype of Info
{EMPTY, WAITING, BUSY} state
T value, result
ExInfo *partner, **slot
}
Type Node {
T value
Node *next
boolean pushed
int popper
}
Shared variables: Node *Top initially ⊥
ExInfo default := new ExInfo(EMPTY, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥)
ExInfo *exchanger[N] initially {default,. . . ,default}
Private variables: Info *RDp for each process p initially ⊥
Figure 2: Elimination-Stack type and shared variable definitions
elimination stack, an operation iteratively attempts to complete on the central stack and, if it fails, to collide
using a randomly-selected Exchanger object. Collisions between a PUSH and a POP allow the two operations
to complete; collisions between same-type operations require them to access the central stack again.
In the following we present the original implementation, as well as the modifications made to make it
recoverable. Each process p has an Info structure (pointed to by) RDp that serves for progress tracking.
(See Figure 2.) RDp stores a different type of structure when p operates on the central stack and when it
operates on an Exchanger object. Thus, upon recovery, p can invoke recovery code for either the central
stack or the Exchanger object according to RDp’s type.
Central Stack: The central stack is implemented using Treiber’s lock-free stack [33], which represents the
stack as a singly-linked list with a Top pointer, whose value is modified atomically using CAS. We start
by describing the original algorithm. In order to PUSH a new node nd to the stack, process p first reads
oldtop = Top, and sets nd.next to point to oldtop. Then, it tries to atomically swing Top to point to nd
using a CAS. POP first reads oldtop = Top. If Top = ⊥, this implies the stack is empty, and thus it returns
EMPTY. Otherwise, the process performs CAS, trying to atomically change the value of Top from oldtop
to oldtop.next. If the CAS is successful, p returns the value stored in oldtop. In both cases, the CAS fails if
Top has been modified in the interim by some other PUSH or POP and it does no longer points to oldtop.
Notice that the CAS succeeds if Top was modified several times, such that by the time of the CAS it points
again to oldtop, e.g. by a PUSH followed by POP.
Next, we present a recoverable version for the central stack (Algorithms 3-4). For now, we ignore the
elimination layer. Like the linked list, the central stack uses direct tracking. First, in order to support
recovery, at the beginning of each operation a CSInfo structure is created and stored to RDp, followed by
a check-point in order to persistently report the Info structure for the current operation has been installed
(Lines 130-132 and 179-181 respectively). The CSInfo structure contains the information relevant for the
current operation in order to recover, i.e., a pointer to the node about to be pushed or popped, as well as a
result field used for persisting the response value of the operation before returning. A crash before the check
point results the corresponding RECOVER function simply re-invokes the operation. Once the check-point
is set, the access to the central stack is done using the TRYPOP and TRYPUSH procedures only. In order to
reduce the space complexity an Info structure is created once when the operation is invoked (Lines 130 and
179), and is used whenever p access the central stack via TRYPUSH or TRYPOP (as long as the system does
not crash, as any re-execution of the operation creates a new Info structure).
For a PUSH (Algorithm 3), each node is augmented with a new pushed field, initially false (the poper
field is only used by POP and is described later). This field is used in order to determine upon recovery
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Algorithm 3: Recoverable Elimination-Stack: PUSH routines.
Procedure boolean TRYPUSH (CSInfo *data)
/* attempt to perform PUSH to the central stack */
121 Node *oldtop := Top, *nd := data.nd
122 nd.next := oldtop
123 RDp := data // install Info-structure for current attempt
124 if Top.CAS (oldtop, nd) then // try to set nd as the new Top
125 nd.pushed := true // mark nd to indicate it is in the stack
126 data.result := true // persist response
127 return true
128 return false
Procedure boolean PUSH (T myitem)
129 Node *nd := new Node (myitem,⊥, false,⊥)
130 CSInfo *data := new CSInfo (nd,⊥)
131 RDp := data // install Info structure for this operation
132 CPp := 1 // set a check-point indicating Info structure was installed
133 while true do
134 if TRYPUSH (data) then // try central stack PUSH
135 return true
136 range := CalculateRange() // get parameters for collision array
137 duration := CalculateDuration() // calculate waiting time length
138 othervalue := VISIT (myitem, range, duration) // try to collide
139 if othervalue = NULL then // successfully collided with POP operation
140 RDp := new CSInfo (⊥, true) // persist response
141 RecordSuccess ()
142 return true
143 else if othervalue = TIMEOUT then // failed to collide
144 RecordFailure ()
Procedure boolean PUSH-ROCEOVER (T myitem)
145 Info *data := RDp // get recovery data
146 if CPp = 0 then
147 Re-invoke PUSH // failed before installing info structure; re-execute
148 if data is of type ExInfo then // crashed while accessing the collision array
149 if EXCHANGE-RECOVER (data) = NULL then // recover the collision attempt
150 RDp := new CSInfo (⊥, true) // successfully collide with POP operation; persist response
151 else // crashed while accessing central stack
152 Node *nd := data.nd
153 if data.result = ⊥ then // operation response is yet to persist
154 if SEARCH(nd) || nd.pushed = true then // nd is/was in the stack
155 nd.pushed := true // ensure nd is marked as having been in the stack
156 data.result := true
157 if RDp.result = true then // operation was completed
158 return true
159 else // operation was not completed
160 Re-invoke PUSH // re-execute
Procedure boolean SEARCH (Node *nd)
/* search for node nd in the stack */
161 Node *iter := Top
162 while iter 6= ⊥ do
163 if iter = nd then return true
164 iter := iter.next
165 return false
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whether the node has been successfully pushed to the stack. In the TRYPUSH procedure, p first reads Top
and set nd.next to point to the value read (Lines 121-122), as in the original algorithm. Then, p updates it
is about to push nd into the central stack by writing to RDp the CSInfo structure containing a pointer to nd
(Line 123). This write to RDp is needed, since the access to the elimination layer overwrites RDp with a
different Info structure containing a recovery data relevant for accessing the collision array. Hence, before
accessing the central stack, there is a need to update RDp with the relevant Info structure. Next, as in the
original algorithm, p attempts to atomically change Top to point to nd using a CAS (Line 124). In case of a
successful CAS, p updates nd.pushed to true (Line 125), persist its response (Line 126, true in this case),
and returns. Otherwise, the CAS failed, and TRYPUSH returns false (Line 128).
The PUSH-ROCEOVER procedure starts by reading p’s check-point variable (Line 146). In case the
check-point was not set, PUSH-ROCEOVER simply re-invokes the PUSH operation. Otherwise, if the Info
structure stored inRDp is of type ExInfo this implies the crash occurred while the process was accessing the
collision array, and thus EXCHANGE-RECOVER, which is responsible for recovering a crash while accessing
the collision array, is being called. A full description of it appears when we discuss the elimination layer.
For now, it is enough to know that EXCHANGE-RECOVER returns NULL only if p successfully collide with
a POP operation while accessing the collision array. In such case, the response is set to true (Line 150).
Otherwise, the crash occurred while p was accessing the central stack. In Line 152, p reads the node nd
stored in its Info structure. If RDp.result is yet to be updated, in Line 154 p checks if nd is in the stack
using the SEARCH procedure, which traverses the entire stack, or if nd.pushed is set to true. In case one
of which holds, it updates both, nd field pushed and result field to be true, declaring nd was successfully
pushed to the stack. Finally, if a the Info structure result field was updated, which implies PUSH was
successfully completed, p returns it (Lines 157-158). Otherwise, PUSH is re-invoked in Line 160.
Correctness of PUSH-ROCEOVER follows from the following argument. If the crash occurs after nd was
successfully pushed to the stack in Line 124, then either nd is in the stack, or that it was removed by some
POP operation. In the latter case, nd.pushed must be set to true, as any attempt to pop a node in Line 174
is preceded by first setting the pushed field of the node to true in Line 173. Therefore, the if in Line 154
evaluates to true. If the system crashes without nd being pushed to the stack, then neither p nor any other
process sets nd.pushed to true. In addition, nd is not in the stack, thus SEARCH(nd) returns false. As a
result, the if in Line 154 evaluates to false, and PUSH is re-invoked in Line 160.
Unlike the linked-list, a new pushed field is needed for the stack, since a POP simply removes a node
from the stack, without first logically delete it. Therefore, in case p successfully push a node nd and then
a crash occurs, while later the node is being popped by some other process, upon recovery p can not tell
whether nd was in the stack, and therefore can not conclude the right response to return. To avoid this
scenario, before any attempt to remove a node nd from the stack its pushed field must be set to true, thus
indicating nd was successfully pushed.
For a POP (Algorithm 4), each node is augmented with a popper field, which is used in order to de-
termine which process pop the node. TRYPOP first reads the current value of Top, and stores it in its Info
structure (Lines 166-167). This is followed by a write of the Info structure to RDp (Line 168). As discussed
for PUSH, this is necessary as the access to the elimination layer overwrites RDp with a different Info struc-
ture. If the value read from Top is ⊥, this implies p observed an empty stack, thus result is updated to
EMPTY and this is also the value returned by TRYPOP (Lines 169-171). Otherwise, oldtop is a pointer to a
node which was at the top of the stack. Before trying to pop it, p sets oldtop.pushed to true (Line 173), to
signify oldtop was in the stack. In Line 174, p tries to pop oldtop by atomically swing to pointer of Top to
point to the successor of oldtop, as in the original algorithm. In case of a successful CAS, p tries to establish
itself as the popper of oldtop by setting popper to p with CAS (Line 175). A successful second CAS results
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Algorithm 4: Recoverable Elimination-Stack: POP routines.
Procedure T TRYPOP (CSInfo *data)
166 Node *newtop, *oldtop := Top
167 data.nd := oldtop // update Info structure with current Top
168 RDp := data // install Info structure for current attempt
169 if oldtop = ⊥ then // stack is empty
170 data.result := EMPTY // persist response
171 return EMPTY
172 newtop := oldtop.next
173 oldtop.pushed := true // ensure oldtop is marked as having been in the stack
174 if Top.CAS(oldtop, newtop) then // try to pop oldtop by changing Top to newtop
175 if oldtop.popper.CAS (⊥, p) then // try to establish yourself as popper
176 data.result := oldtop.value // I am popper; persist response
177 return oldtop.value
178 return ⊥
Procedure T POP ()
179 CSInfo *data := new CSInfo (Top, ⊥)
180 RDp := data // install Info structure for this operation
181 CPp := 1 // set a check-point indicating Info structure was installed
182 while true do
183 response := TRYPOP (data) // try central stack POP
184 if response 6= ⊥ then
185 return response // central stack POP is successful
186 range := CalculateRange() // get parameters for collision array
187 duration := CalculateDuration() // calculate waiting time length
188 othervalue := VISIT (NULL, range, duration) // try to collide
189 if othervalue = TIMEOUT then // failed to collide
190 RecordFailure ()
191 else if othervalue 6= NULL then // successfully collided with PUSH operation
192 RDp := new CSInfo (⊥, othervalue) // persist response
193 RecordSuccess ()
194 return othervalue
Procedure T POP-RECOVER()
195 Info *data := RDp // get recovery data
196 if CPp = 0 then
197 Re-invoke POP // failed before installing info structure; re-execute
198 if data of type ExInfo then // crashed while accessing the collision array
199 temp := EXCHANGE-RECOVER (data) // recover the collision attempt
200 if temp 6= NULL && temp 6= ⊥ then // successful collide with PUSH operation
201 RDp := new CSInfo (⊥, temp) // persist response
202 else // crash while accessing central stack
203 Node *nd := data.nd
204 if data.result = ⊥ then // operation response is yet to persist
205 if nd = ⊥ then // observed an empty stack
206 data.result := EMPTY // persist response
207 else if ¬SEARCH(nd) then // nd was popped from the stack
208 nd.popper.CAS(⊥, p) // try to establish yourself as popper
209 if nd.popper = p then // if you are the popper then persist response
210 data.result := nd.value
211 if RDp.result 6= ⊥ then // operation was completed
212 return RDp.result
213 else // peration was not completed
214 Re-invoke POP // re-execute
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p updates its result to the value stored in oldtop, and also return this value (Lines 176-177). In any case of
an unsuccessful CAS (in either one of them), the POP operation fails and returns ⊥ (Line 178).
POP-RECOVER starts by reading p’s check-point variable (Line 196). If the check-point was not set,
POP-RECOVER simply re-invoke the POP operation. Next, if the Info structure stored in RDp is of type
ExInfo this implies the crash occurred while pwas accessing the collision array, and thus EXCHANGE-RECOVER,
which is responsible for recovering the access to the collision array, is being called. As we later show,
EXCHANGE-RECOVER returns a value of a PUSH operation in case p successfully collide with it in the
collision array, and NULL or ⊥ otherwise. In the former case, the response being persisted in Line 201.
We are left with the case where the system crashed while p was accessing the central stack. In Line 203
p reads the node nd store in its Info structure. This node is the last node p was trying to pop, and in
particular, this was the value of Top when p last read it (Line 166 or Line 179). If a response is yet to
be written to the result field, then p proceeds according to the value of nd. If nd = ⊥ this implies p
observed an empty stack, thus result is set to EMPTY (Lines 205-206). Otherwise p search for nd in the
list using the SEARCH procedure (Line 211). If nd is not found in the list, which implies it was removed, p
tries to CAS itself to nd.popper (Line 208), and updates result to the value stored in nd only if nd.popper
stores p (Lines 209-210). Finally, if a the Info structure result field was updated, which implies POP was
successfully completed, p returns it (Lines 211-212). Otherwise, POP is re-invoked (Line 214).
POP-RECOVER correctness argument is similar to the one used for DELETE.RECOVER in the linked-
list. We first notice that the first process to CAS its ID to nd.popper succeed and fix this field. Assume the
crash occurs while p was trying to pop a node nd (and after updating the Info structure in Line 168). Upon
recovery, if SEARCH(nd) returns true in Line 211 then nd is still in the stack, and in particular the current
POP operation did not complete or effect the stack, and indeed POP-RECOVER re-invokes POP. Otherwise,
SEARCH(nd) returns false, meaning that nd was successfully popped. In this scenario, in order to complete
POP-RECOVER p must first try and CAS its ID to nd.popper. As the first process to perform this, denoted
q, fix to value of popper to q, this process is the only one to return the value stored in nd (by completing
either TRYPOP, or POP-RECOVER), while any other process trying to pop nd re-invokes POP.
Elimination Layer: The elimination layer helps a pair of a PUSH and POP operations to “collide”, namely,
pair-up and complete without going through the central stack. The elimination layer is used as a backoff
scheme when operations fail on the central stack due to contention and thus, serves the dual purpose of
adding parallelism and reducing contention. The elimination layer uses a collision array, also known as
exchanger array, each entry of which stores a pointer to an Exchanger object [31] that allows exactly two
operations to exchange values.
We first describe the Exchanger object Ex presented in [24]. Ex stores a value field and a state field;
initially, it is EMPTY, indicating that Ex is currently not used. Both fields can be manipulated atomically
together using CAS. The first process to arrive (say, p) reads EMPTY and atomically writes its value and
changes the state of Ex to WAITING. Process p then busy-waits (for a dynamically-adjusted period of time)
until another process q “collides” with it (on Ex) or until p timeouts. If q arrives before p’s timeout expires,
it reads state WAITING (as well as process p’s value) and tries (using CAS) to atomically write its value and
change the state of Ex to BUSY, informing p that a successful collision took place. If the CAS is successful,
q’s operation obtains p’s value and finishes its part in the collision. When p next reads Ex, its state is BUSY,
so p obtains q’s value and resets Ex back to EMPTY. If some process reads Ex when its state is BUSY
(before p resets it), then it has to wait until p makes it available again.
To support recoverability, the Exchanger is changed so that process use it to exchange Info structure
instead of exchanging application values (see Algorithms 5-6. The ExInfo structure contains a state field
(whose value is in {EMPTY,WAITING,BUSY}) and a value field. In addition, it includes a result field (used
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as in the central stack recovery), a partner field pointing to the Info structure of the operation with which p
is trying to collide, and a field slot, which points to the (randomly selected) exchange array entry on which
the collision is attempted. As in the BST algorithm, recovery is conducted using a helping mechanism that
uses the information stored in info structures. For ease of presentation, each Exchanger initially points to a
special default ExInfo structure with an EMPTY state (see Figure 2). This Info structure signifies the slot
is empty, and no collision is in progress, and this is the only Info structure to have an EMPTY state.
The EXCHANGE procedure gets as parameters a pointer to the Exchanger object (an exchange array
entry) on which it operates, a value to exchange (NULL in case of a PUSH operation), and a timeout
bound. First, p calculates the time bound for accessing the Exchanger(Line 215). Next, it creates a new
ExInfo structure myop for this access to the collision array, and store it in RDp (Lines 217-218). As we
explain later, once RDp points to an ExInfo object, this implies p is accessing the collision array, and
EXCHANGE-RECOVER will be called in case of a crash (by either POP-RECOVER or PUSH-ROCEOVER) in
order to complete the collision attempt. We note here that the same ExInfo structure can be used for different
calls of the EXCHANGE, as long as a collision does not occur. For simplicity of presentation we use a new
ExInfo structure with each call to EXCHANGE. Also, notice that a new ExInfo structure is created with a
WAITING state. Our implementation guarantees that the state of an ExInfo structure myop is BUSY only if
p tries to collide withmyop.partner, and in particular, it observedmyop.partner waiting in the Exchanger.
In the while loop of Line 219, p repeatedly attempts to complete a successful collision on the Exchanger.
If p timeout expires then it returns TIMEOUT (Lines 220-221). Otherwise, p reads the Exchanger content
(Line 222) and tries to complete a collision according to the state of the ExInfo structure yourop it reads.
An EMPTY state implies yourop = default and the Exchanger is free, meaning there is no collision
in progress. In Lines 225-226, p sets its ExInfo state to WAITING, as well partner to ⊥. This way, myop
implies p observed an empty Exchanger and attempts to capture it. The CAS in Line 227 tries to atomically
change the value of the Exchanger from default to p’s ExInfo structure. If p successfully captures the
Exchanger it busy-waits for another process to collide with it. This done by iteratively reading the content
of the Exchanger, as long as p does not timeouts. While the Exchanger contains the ExInfo structure of
p, a collision is yet to occur. Otherwise, p reads a different ExInfo structure yourop in Line 230. If
yourop.partner points to p’s ExInfo then a collision is in progress. Hence, p calls SWITCHPAIR in an
attempt to complete the collision, followed by a CAS to atomically reset the Exchanger back to EMPTY
(Lines 231-233). In case yourop.partner does not point to p’s ExInfo, then p successfully collide with a
different process, and this collision completed, therefore myop.result contains the collision result. In any
of these cases, p returns the result of the collision (Line 234).
If the timeout for busy-waiting (Line 228) expires without detecting a collision, p tries to reset the
Exchanger (Line 235). A successful reset implies p’s attempt to collide failed, and TIMEOUT is returned
(Line 236). Otherwise, some process showed up and collide with p before it reset the Exchanger. In such
caes, as in the busy-waiting, p reads the content of the Exchanger (Line 238), and if the collision is in
progress, p first attempts to complete it and reset the Exchanger (Lines 240-241). Finally, p returns the
collision result (Line 242).
A WAITING state implies some process captured the Exchanger and is waiting for a process to collide
with. In Lines 245-246, p updates its ExInfo partner field to point to yourop, and set its state to BUSY.
This way, the ExInfo structure of p implies it is attempting to collide yourop. Next, p attempts the collision
by atomically changing the content of the Exchanger from yourop to its own ExInfo structure using a CAS
(Line 247). Following a successful collision, p completes the collision using the SWITCHPAIR procedure,
tries to reset the Exchanger, and finally return the collision result (Lines 248-250). An unsuccessful CAS
implies either the waiting process timeout expires and it successfully reset the Exchanger, or that a different
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process preceded p and performed the collision. In such case, p reattempt the collision from start.
A BUSY state implies a collision is in progress. Therefore, p helps to complete it (Line 253), tries to
reset the Exchanger (Line 254), and reattempt the collision from start. Notice that this helping mechanism
ensures that if a process finds a collision is in progress, it does not need to wait for the colliding processes
to take steps, as it can complete and reset the Exchanger by itself.
We now describe EXCHANGE-RECOVERF˙irst, note that EXCHANGE-RECOVER is being called only if
a crash occurred while RDp stores an ExInfo structure, i.e., while p was accessing the elimination layer,
and not the central stack. EXCHANGE-RECOVER gets as a parameter an ExInfo structure, which is the Info
structure stored in RDp when the crash occurs, and proceeds according to the state of the ExInfo object.
A WAITING state implies the crash occurred while or after p was trying to capture the Exchanger, i.e., p
Algorithm 5: Recoverable Elimination-Stack: EXCHANGE routine.
Procedure T EXCHANGE (ExInfo **slot, T myitem, long timeout)
215 long timeBound := getNanos() + timeout
216 ExInfo *yourop
217 ExInfo *myop := new ExInfo (WAITING, myitem, ⊥, ⊥, slot)
218 RDp := myop // update Info structure
219 while true do
220 if getNanos() > timeBound then
221 return TIMEOUT // time limit reached
222 yourop := slot
223 switch yourop.state do
224 case EMPTY do // exchanger is free; try to capture
225 myop.state := WAITING // update info-structure
226 myop.partner := ⊥
227 if slot.CAS(yourop,myop) then // try to capture the exchanger
228 while getNanos() < timeBound do
229 yourop := slot
230 if yourop 6= myop then // a collision was done
231 if youop.parnter = myop then // collision is in progress
232 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop) // complete the collision
233 slot.CAS(yourop, default) // release slot
234 return myop.response
/* time limit reached and no process collide with me */
235 if slot.CAS(myop, default) then // try to release slot
236 return TIMEOUT
237 else // some process show up
238 yourop := slot
239 if yourop.partner = myop then // collision is in progress
240 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop) // complete the collision
241 slot.CAS(yourop, default) // release slot
242 return myop.response
243 break
244 case WAITING do // some process is waiting in slot
245 myop.partner := yourop
246 myop.state := BUSY // updating info-structure - trying to collide yourop
247 if slot.CAS(yourop,myop) then // try to collide
248 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop) // complete the collision
249 slot.CAS(myop, default) // release slot
250 return myop.response
251 break
252 case BUSY do // a collision is in progress
253 SWITCHPAIR(yourop, yourop.parnter) // help complete collision
254 slot.CAS(yourop, default) // release slot
255 break
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might be waiting for a collision. In this case, p reads the content of the Exchanger (Line 262). If it still holds
p’s ExInfo structure, then p successfully captured the Exchanger, and the crash occurred while it was waiting.
In such case, p acts as if the timeout expires. That is, p tries to reset the Exchanger, and in case a process
show up and a collision is in progress, tries to complete it and reset the Exchanger again (Lines 264-268).
Otherwise, if the Exchanger holds an ExInfo structure with a BUSY state such that its partner field points
to p’s ExInfo, this implies p successfully collide, and the collision is in progress. Therefore, p attempts to
complete the collision and reset the Exchanger (Lines 269-271). If none of which holds, either p collision
attempt failed, in which case its ExInfo’s result field is still ⊥, as no process write to it, or that its collision
attempt was already fully completed, in which case the result field contains the collision result.
A BUSY state implies a crash that occurs after p observed a waiting process in the Exchanger, and while
trying to collide with it. In this case, p reads the content of the Exchanger (Line 273). If it still holds p’s
ExInfo structure, this implies the collision was successful, and is still in progress. Thus, p tries to complete
to collision and reset the Exchanger (Lines 274-276). As in the WAITING case, if the Exchanger does not
holds p’s ExInfo structure, either the collision attempt failed, and result field is still ⊥, or that it was fully
completed, and the result field stores the collision result.
Finally, p returns the value of its ExInfo result field (Line 277). As discussed above, ⊥ value implies
the collision attempt failed, and the Exchanger does not hold p’s ExInfo, hence p is also not waiting nor in
a middle of a collision. In this case, the operation is re-invoked by POP-RECOVER and PUSH-ROCEOVER.
Algorithm 6: Recoverable Elimination-Stack: Elimination Array routines.
Procedure void SWITCHPAIR(ExInfo *first, ExInfo *second)
/* exchange the values of the two operations */
256 first.result := second.value
257 second.result := first.value
Procedure T VISIT (T value, int range, long duration)
/* invoke EXCHANGE on a random entery in the collision array */
258 int cell := randomNumber(range)
259 return EXCHANGE(&exchanger[cell], value, duration)
Procedure T EXCHANGE-RECOVER (ExInfo *myop)
260 ExInfo **slot := myop.slot // exchanger to recover
261 if myop.state = WAITING then
// crashed while trying to capture the exchanger, or while waiting for a collision
262 yourop := slot
263 if yourop = myop then // still waiting for a collision
264 if ¬ slot.CAS(myop, default) then // try to release slot
265 yourop := slot // some process show up
266 if yourop.partner = myop then // collision is in progress
267 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop) // complete the collision
268 slot.CAS(yourop, default) // release slot
269 else if yourop.partner = myop then // successfully collide; collision is in progress
270 SWITCHPAIR(myop, yourop) // complete the collision
271 slot.CAS(yourop, default) // release slot
272 if myop.state = BUSY then
// crashed while trying to collide myop.partner
273 yourop := slot
274 if yourop = myop then // collision was successful, and is in progress
275 SWITCHPAIR(myop,myop.partner) // complete the collision
276 slot.CAS(myop, default) // release slot
277 return myop.result // return the collision result, or ⊥ in case of a failed attempt
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On the other hand, a value different then ⊥ implies that by the time p completes its EXCHANGE-RECOVER,
a successful collision took effect and result stores its result. Moreover, the collision has been completed,
and the Exchanger has been reset. Following POP-RECOVER and PUSH-ROCEOVER, in this case, the
operation is re-invoked if p collides with the same type of operation, and returns if p collides with the
opposite operation (that is, PUSH collides with POP).
Putting Things Together: The combination of the recoverable central stack and the recoverable elimination
layer is also recoverable, because there is no access to the shared memory (implementing the elimination
stack) outside of TRYPOP, TRYPUSH and EXCHANGE. Therefore, if the crash occurs after p completed
TRYPUSH, and before it updated RDp in EXCHANGE (when about to access the elimination layer), upon
recovery the PUSH-ROCEOVER is invoked. Moreover, this is indistinguishable to p from a crash just before
returning in the TRYPUSH, as p did not write the shared memory ever since. Therefore, p tries to recover
from its last access to the central stack, and the same arguments for a recovery while accessing the central
stack holds in this case as well. The same way, if the crash occurs after p completed the EXCHANGE
procedure, and before updating RDp along TRYPUSH, upon recovery p tries to recover from its last access
to the elimination layer, and the same arguments for a recovery while accessing the exchanger array holds.
Similarly for TRYPOP and EXCHANGE.
Finally, an update operation iteratively tries to access the central stack and the elimination layer, as long
as it fails. Once it succeeds (on either one), the response is persist and return. A crash causes the recovery
of p’s last recorded attempt, either to the central stack, or to the elimination layer. If the recovery finds the
last attempt was successful, its response is persist and return. Otherwise, the operation is re-invoked.
C Binary Search Tree
This section presents the details of the recoverable version of the Binary Search Tree set implementation of
Ellen et. al [16]. The data structures appear in Figure 3, and the pseudocode appear in Algorithms 7-8.
We start by presenting the original algorithm [16]. The tree nodes are either internal (type Internal in
Figure 3) or leaves (type Leaf). Info structures come also in two subtypes, IInfo and DInfo, depending on
whether they are allocated by INSERT or DELETE operations, respectively. The update field of each node
stores a reference to an Info structure (IInfo or DInfo) and the 2-bits state field. Both components can be
manipulated atomically, either together or individually, using singe-word CAS. To avoid handling special
cases, the original implementation assumes that the implemented set always contains two special values,
namely ∞1,∞2, where ∞1 < ∞2 and every key other than these values in the universe is less than ∞1.
These two keys are never removed from the tree, so the tree always contains at least three nodes.
FIND, INSERT and DELETE use the SEARCH helper function to traverse a path from the root to the
appropriate leaf. We refer to the last three nodes in this path as grandparent (gp), parent (p) and leaf (`).
SEARCH also returns the update fields gpupdate and pupdate of gp and p, respectively.
To execute FIND(k) (Algorithm 7), a process q simply calls SEARCH to get `, and returns either a
reference to ` if `.key is equal to k, or NULL.
To execute an INSERT(k) (Algorithm 7), a process q calls SEARCH to get p, ` and pupdate (Line 300).
If k is already stored in `, false is returned (Line 303). Otherwise, q checks the status of node p and if it is
not CLEAN, it calls HELP to help the operation that has flagged or marked p (Line 304). If p is CLEAN, then
q allocates three new nodes (Lines 294, 306, 307) that will comprise the new subtree which is to replace `;
reference newInternal points to the root of this subtree. Process q also allocates a new IInfo structure op
where it stores p, `, and newInternal (Line 308) and tries to flag p storing in its update field a reference
to this IInfo structure (Line 310). If it does so successfully, it is ensured that the INSERT will complete
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type Update { . stored in one CAS word
{CLEAN,DFLAG, IFLAG,MARK} state
Info *info
}
type Internal { . subtype of Node
Key ∪ {∞1,∞2} key
Update update
Node *left, *right
}
type Leaf { . subtype of Node
Key ∪ {∞1,∞2} key
}
type IInfo { . subtype of Info
Internal *p, *newInternal
Leaf *l
boolean result
}
type DInfo { . subtype of Info
Internal *gp, *p
Leaf *l
Update pupdate
boolean result
}
Shared variables: Internal *Root := pointer to new Internal node with key field∞2, update field 〈CLEAN,NULL〉,
and pointers to new Leaf nodes with keys∞1 and∞2, respectively, as left and right fields.
Private variables: Info *RDq for each process q initially ⊥
Figure 3: BST type definitions and initialization.
successfully, so q calls HELPINSERT(op) to complete the INSERT (Line 312), and returns true (Line 313).
Otherwise, some other operation has flagged or marked p in the meantime, so q helps this operation complete
by calling HELP (Line 314), and tries to replay the INSERT by executing one more iteration of the while
loop in Line 299. The execution of each iteration of this loop is called an attempt. Note that if the INSERT
is successful, q flags p at its last attempt.
HELPINSERT calls ((Line 315) CAS-CHILD (Algorithm 8) which simply performs a CAS to replace the
leaf `with newInternal by changing the appropriate child pointer of p (for doing so, p, ` and newInternal
are stored in the IInfo structure of the INSERT). It then performs the unfalg CAS to unflag p (Line 317).
HELP takes as a parameter the update field u of a node (which was found to be flagged or marked). It
checks whether the node is flagged for insertion, flagged for deletion, or marked, and calls HELPINSERT,
HELPDELETE, or HELPMARKED, respectively.
To execute DELETE(k), a process q performs repeated attempts (as it does in INSERT), i.e. it repeatedly
executes the body of the loop (Line 324), until it either succeeds to apply its operation (in which case it
returns true in Line 336), or discovers that key k is not in the set (in which case, it returns false in Line 328).
If k is in the set, q checks whether gp or p is not CLEAN, and if this is the case, it calls HELP to help the
operations that have flagged or marked gp and/or p complete (Lines 329-330). If both nodes are CLEAN,
q creates a DInfo structure (Lines 332) and performs its flag CAS on gp (Line 334) to install this DInfo
structure in the update field of gp. If this flag CAS is successful, q calls HELPDELETE which executes the
rest of the actions needed to complete (or backtrack) the DELETE. HELPDELETE returns true only if the
deletion was completed successfully. If the flag CAS on gp is not successful, q helps the operation that has
flagged or marked the node to complete by calling HELP.
HELPDELETE performs the mark CAS to mark p (Line 339). If the mark CAS is successful, then it is
ensured that the DELETE will complete successfully, so q calls HELPMARKED to complete the DELETE
(Line 341), and returns true (Line 342). Otherwise, the required helping is performed (Line 344), the
backtrack CAS is executed to unflag gp (Line 345), and false is returned (Line 346).
HELPMARKED calls CAS-CHILD to perform the ichild CAS that changes the appropriate child pointer
of gp to point to the sibling of ` (Line 349). It then performs the unfalg CAS to unflag gp (Line 351).
Recoverable BST: In the following we present and explain the changes made in order to make the BST
implementation recoverable. Algorithm 9 provides the recovery functions for INSERT and DELETE. Note
that the recovery function for FIND simply re-invokes the operation and therefore, it is omitted. The Info-
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Algorithm 7: Recoverable BST: Pseudocode for SEARCH, FIND and INSERT
Procedure 〈Internal*, Internal*,Leaf*,Update,Update〉 SEARCH (Key k)
. Used by INSERT, DELETE and FIND to traverse a branch of the BST; satisfies following postconditions:
. (1) l points to a Leaf node and p points to an Internal node
. (2) Either p.left has contained l (if k < p.key) or p.right has contained l (if k ≥ p.key)
. (3) p.update has contained pupdate
. (4) if l.key 6=∞1, then the following three statements hold:
. (4a) gp points to an Internal node
. (4b) either gp.left has contained p (if k < gp.key) or gp.right has contained p (if k ≥ gp.key)
. (4c) gp.update has contained gpupdate
278 Internal *gp, *p
279 Node *l := Root
280 Update gpupdate, pupdate // each stores a copy of an update field
281 while l points to an internal node do
282 gp := p // remember parent of p
283 p := l // remember parent of l
284 gpupdate := pupdate // remember update field of gp
285 pupdate := p.update // remember update field of p
286 if k < l.key then l := p.left else l := p.right // move down to appropriate child
287 return 〈gp, p, l, pupdate, gpupdate〉
Procedure Leaf* FIND (Key k)
288 Leaf *l
289 〈−,−, l,−,−〉 := SEARCH(k)
290 if l.key = k then return l
291 else return NULL
Procedure boolean INSERT (Key k)
292 Internal *p, *newInternal
293 Leaf *l, *newSibling
294 Leaf *new := pointer to a new Leaf node whose key field is k
295 Update pupdate, result
296 IInfo *op
297 RDq := ⊥
298 CPq := 1 // set a check-point indicating IInfo structure was installed
299 while true do
300 〈−, p, l, pupdate,−〉 := SEARCH(k)
301 if l.key = k then // cannot insert duplicate key
302 RDq := pointer to a new IInfo record containing 〈⊥,⊥,⊥, false〉 // persist response
303 return false
304 if pupdate.state 6= CLEAN then HELP(pupdate) // help the other operation
305 else
306 newSibling := pointer to a new Leaf whose key is l.key // make a duplicate of l
307 newInternal := pointer to a new Internal node with key field max(k, l.key),
update field 〈CLEAN,NULL〉, and with two child fields equal to new and newSibling
(the one with the smaller key is the left child)
308 op := pointer to a new IInfo record containing 〈p, l, newInternal,⊥〉
309 RDq := op // update info-structure for current attempt
310 result := p.update.CAS (pupdate, 〈IFLAG, op〉) // iflag CAS
311 if result = pupdate then // the iflag CAS was successful
312 HELPINSERT(op) // finish the insertion
313 return true
314 else HELP(result) // the iflag CAS failed; help the operation that caused failure
Procedure HELPINSERT (IInfo *op)
315 CAS-CHILD(op.p, op.l, op.newInternal) // ichild CAS
316 op.result := true // announce the operation completed
317 op.p.update.CAS (〈IFLAG, op〉, 〈CLEAN, op〉) // iunflag CAS
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structure-based progress tracking approach is used in this case. The information needed for implementing it
can be easily piggybacked on the implementation’s helping mechanism. In more details, each Info structure
is augmented with a new result field, where we persist the response value of the operation before it return.
At the beginning of each update operation, process q updates RDq to ⊥ and sets a check-point, in order to
persistently report an Info structure for its current operation has been installed (Lines 297-298, 322-323).
Each attempt of p to apply its operation creates a new Info structure with the data relevant for its current
attempt. Right after creating the new Info structure op, and before trying to apply any changes to the tree,
q stores a pointer to op in RDq. This will allow process q, in case of a crash-recovery, to conclude what
changes to the tree its last attempt performed, and in case it is still in progress, to try and complete it by
using the information recorded in the Info structure. After installing the Info structure in RDq, it proceeds
as in the original algorithm, except for persisting its response before returning.
In case q operation fails and needs to return false, e.g., when an INSERT(k) finds k is in the tree, it implies
the operation did not made any changes to the tree. In order to persist the response, q first creates new Info
structure with false as a result field, and store a pointer to it in RDq, and only then returns (Lines 302-303,
327-328). In case the crash occurred after p updated RDq, the recovery function simply reads and returns
the value stored in result (false in this case).
In addition, whenever an operation completes making its changes to the tree, either by the invoking
process or by an helping process, the result field of the Info structure for this operation is set to true. A
crucial point is to update the result field before unflagging the relevant node, so to prevent the following
scenario: assume process q successfully insert a new key k to the tree and halts right after unflagging p.
Following that, a different process deletes k from the tree, and then the system crash. Upon recovery, q can
not tell whether its operation took effect or not. However, a write to result before unflagging p implies that
in such case q can conclude the operation was successfully completed by simply reading result.
INSERT-RECOVER first checks to see if a check-point was set, and if RDq contains a pointer to an Info
structure. In case one of which does not hold, the crash occurs before q’s INSERT operation attempted to
make any changes to the tree, and thus INSERT-RECOVER simply re-invoke it. Otherwise, the IInfo structure
op stored in RDq contains the information of q last attempt to perform INSERT. An op.result equals false
implies the operation was completed by q without making any changes to the tree. Hence, q can simply
return it.
We are left with the case where the system crashes while q is in midst of an attempt. Then, q reads the
update field of p, the internal node needed to be flagged in order to complete the INSERT. If indeed, p’s
update field is flagged and contains a pointer to q’s current IInfo structure op, then the system crashes while
q’s operation is in progress. Thus, q calls HELPINSERT in order to complete its operation, and then returns
true, since once a node is flagged for insertion it is insured that the INSERT will complete successfully. If p’s
update field is not flagged with op Info structure, either the attempt of q failed without making any changes
to the tree, in which case result has not been written to by any process, and thus it is ⊥; or q operation was
successfully completed, and p’s update field has been unflagged, in which case, the unflagging process first
sets op.result to true. Thus, by reading result again q can conclude which of the two happened, and either
return the response in case of a successful INSERT, or re-invoke INSERT in case of a failed attempt.
DELETE-RECOVER is similar to INSERT-RECOVER. The difference is that a DELETE needs to flag and
mark two different nodes before applying its changes to the tree. However, once DELETE successfully flags
gp, any helping process tries to complete it in the same manner. Therefore, in case DELETE-RECOVER
observes gp’s update field is still flagged with q current operation op, which implies it is in progress, q first
tries to complete it by calling HELPDELETE. Once HELPDELETE completes, either the DELETE operation
of q took effect, in which case op.result is updated to true, or that it failed (and unflagged gp), in which
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Algorithm 8: Recoverable BST: Pseudocode for DELETE and some auxiliary routines.
Procedure boolean DELETE (Key k)
318 Internal *gp, *p
319 Leaf *l
320 Update pupdate, gpupdate, result
321 DInfo *op
322 RDq := ⊥
323 CPq := 1 // set a check-point indicating DInfo structure was installed
324 while true do
325 〈gp, p, l, pupdate, gpupdate〉 := SEARCH(k)
326 if l.key 6= k then // key k is not in the tree
327 RDq := pointer to a new DInfo record containing 〈⊥,⊥,⊥, false〉 // persist response
328 return false
329 if gpupdate.state 6= CLEAN then HELP(gpupdate) // help the other operation
330 else if pupdate.state 6= CLEAN then HELP(pupdate) // help the other operation
331 else
332 op := pointer to a new DInfo record containing 〈gp, p, l, pupdate,⊥〉
333 RDp := op // update info-structure for current attempt
334 result := gp.update.CAS (gpupdate, 〈DFLAG, op〉) // dflag CAS
335 if result = gpupdate then // the dflag CAS was successful
336 if HELPDELETE(op) then return true // either finish deletion or unflag
337 else HELP(result) // the dflag CAS failed; help the operation that caused the failure
Procedure boolean HELPDELETE (DInfo *op)
338 Update result
339 result := op.p.update.CAS (op.pupdate, 〈MARK, op〉) // mark CAS
340 if result = op.pupdate or result = 〈MARK, op〉 then // op.p is successfully marked
341 HELPMARKED(op) // complete the deletion
342 return true
343 else // the mark CAS failed
344 HELP(result) // help operation that caused failure
345 op.gp.update.CAS (〈DFLAG, op〉, 〈CLEAN, op〉) // backtrack CAS
346 return false // delete attempt failed
Procedure boolean HELPMARKED (DInfo *op)
347 Node *other
. Set other to point to the sibling of the node to which op.l points
348 if op.p.right = op.l then other := op.p.left else other := op.p.right
. Splice the node to which op.p points out of the tree, replacing it by other
349 CAS-CHILD(op.gp, op.p, other) // dchild CAS
350 op.result := true // announce the operation completed
351 op.gp.update.CAS (〈DFLAG, op〉, 〈CLEAN, op〉) // dunflag CAS
Procedure HELP (Update u)
. General-purpose helping routine
352 if u.state = IFLAG then HELPINSERT(u.info)
353 else if u.state = MARK then HELPMARKED(u.info)
354 else if u.state = DFLAG then HELPDELETE(u.info)
Procedure CAS-CHILD (Internal *parent, Node *old, Node *new)
. This routine tries to change one of the child fields of the node that parent points to from old to new.
355 if new.key < parent.key then
356 parent.left.CAS (old, new)
357 else
358 parent.right.CAS (old, new)
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Algorithm 9: Recoverable BST: RECOVER functions
Procedure INSERT-RECOVER (Key k)
359 IInfo *op := RDq
360 if CPq = 0 or op = ⊥ then
361 Re-invoke INSERT
362 if op.result = false then
363 return false // response was persisted
364 test := op.p.update
365 if test = 〈IFLAG, op〉 then // op in progress
366 HELPINSERT(op) // complete insertion
367 if op.result = true then
368 return true // completed successfully
369 else Re-invoke INSERT // attempt failed
Procedure DELETE-RECOVER (Key k)
370 DInfo *op = RDq
371 if CPq = 0 or op = ⊥ then
372 Re-invoke DELETE
373 if op.result = false then
374 return false // response was persisted
375 test := op.gp.update
376 if test = 〈DFLAG, op〉 then // op in progress
377 HELPDELETE(op) // complete it or unflag
378 if op.result = true then
379 return true // completed successfully
380 else Re-invoke DELETE // attempt failed
case op.result is still ⊥. Thus, by reading the result field again q can conclude whether it should return
true, or re-invoke DELETE.
D Recoverable Linked-List Based Set Using Direct Tracking (with flushes)
This section presents the implementation of the recoverable version of the Linked-List Based Set using
direct tracking and flush operations, which is used in our evaluation. The data structures and the pseudocode
are presented in Algorithms 10-11. Pseudocode in orange concerns flush operations.
Algorithm 10: Recoverable Linked List with flushes: INITLIST, FIND, and SEARCH
Type Node {MarkableNodeRef next, int key, int deleter,
boolean flushed}
Type Info {Node nd, boolean result}
Shared variables: Node head
Private variables: Info RDp for each process p
Procedure Node INITLIST ()
381 Node head := new Node (⊥, INT MIN,⊥, true)
382 FLUSH(head)
383 head.next := new Node (⊥, INT MAX,⊥, true)
384 FLUSH(head.next)
385 return head
Procedure boolean FIND (T key)
386 Node curr, succ
387 curr := head
// search for first node with key ≥ key
388 while curr.key < key do
389 succ := unmark(curr.next)
390 if succ.flushed = false then
391 FLUSH(curr.next)
392 succ.flushed := true
393 FLUSH(succ.flushed)
394 curr := succ
395 return (curr.key = key && ¬ismarked(curr.next))
Procedure 〈Node, Node〉 SEARCH (T key)
396 Node pred, curr, succ
397 retry: pred := head
398 curr := pred.next
399 while true do
400 succ := curr.next
// if curr was logically deleted
401 if ismarked(succ) then
402 if CAS(pred.next, curr, unmark(succ)) = false then
// help delete
403 go to retry // help failed
404 curr := unmark(succ) // help succeeded
405 else
406 if curr.flushed = false then
407 FLUSH(pred.next)
408 curr.flushed := true
409 FLUSH(curr.flushed)
410 if curr.key ≥ key then // first unmarked
node with key ≥ key
411 return 〈pred, curr〉
412 pred := curr // advance pred
413 curr := succ // advance curr
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Algorithm 11: Recoverable Linked List with flushes: DELETE, DELETE.RECOVER, INSERT, and
INSERT.RECOVER
Procedure boolean DELETE (T key)
414 Node pred, curr, succ
415 boolean res := false
416 RDp := new Info (⊥, ⊥) // set Info structure
417 FLUSH(RDp)
418 CPp := 1 // set a check-point
419 FLUSH(CPp)
420 〈pred, curr〉 := SEARCH(key) // search for key
421 if curr.key 6= key then // key not in the list
422 RDp.result := false // persist response
423 FLUSH(RDp.result)
424 return false
425 else
426 RDp.nd := curr // persist curr reference
427 FLUSH(RDp.nd)
428 while ¬ismarked(curr.next) do
// repeatedly attempt logical delete
429 succ := curr.next
430 if CAS(curr.next, unmark(succ), mark(succ)) then
431 FLUSH(curr.next)
// Physical deletion attempt
432 succ := curr.next
433 CAS(pred.next, curr, unmark(succ))
434 // try establishing yourself as deleter
435 res := CAS(curr.deleter,⊥, p)
436 FLUSH(curr.deleter)
437 RDp.result := res // persist response
438 FLUSH(RDp.result)
439 return res
Procedure boolean DELETE.RECOVER (T key)
440 Node nd := RDp.nd
441 boolean res := false
442 if CPp = 0 then
/* failed before check-point */
443 Re-invoke DELETE
444 if RDp.result 6= ⊥ then
/* operation response was persisted */
445 return RDp.result
446 if nd 6= ⊥ && ismarked(nd.next) then
/* nd was logically deleted; try
establish yourself as deleter */
447 CAS(nd.deleter,⊥, p)
448 FLUSH(nd.deleter)
449 res := (nd.deleter == p)
450 RDp.result := res // persist response
451 FLUSH(RDp.result)
452 return res
453 else Re-invoke DELETE // re-attempt deletion
Procedure boolean INSERT (T key)
454 Node pred, curr, newnd := new Node (⊥, key,⊥, false)
455 RDp := new Info (newnd, ⊥)
456 FLUSH(RDp)
457 CPp := 1 // set a check-point
458 FLUSH(CPp)
459 while true do
// search for right location to insert
460 〈pred, curr〉 := SEARCH(key)
461 if curr.key = key then // key in the list
462 RDp.result := false // persist response
463 FLUSH(RDp.result)
464 return false
465 else
466 newnd.next := curr
467 if CAS(pred.next, curr, newnd) then // try to
add newnd
468 FLUSH(pred.next)
469 newnd.flushed := true
470 FLUSH(newnd.flushed)
471 RDp.result := true
472 FLUSH(RDp.result)
473 return true
Procedure boolean INSERT.RECOVER (T key)
474 Node nd := RDp.nd
475 if CPp := 0 then
/* failed before check-point */
476 Re-invoke INSERT
477 if RDp.result 6= ⊥ then
/* operation response was persisted */
478 return RDp.result // return response
479 〈pred, curr〉 := SEARCH(key)
480 if curr = nd || ismarked(nd.next) then
// nd in list or is marked (hence was)
481 RDp.result := true // persist response
482 FLUSH(RDp.result)
483 return true
484 else Re-invoke INSERT // re-attempt insertion
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